Editorial

Challenges in Defining Quality of Care for Glucocorticoid-induced Osteoporosis: Defending Good Against Perfect

In an era of increasing preventive care complexity coupled with progressively shorter doctor visits, asymptomatic conditions such as osteoporosis (OP) can easily be neglected. Despite a reported reduction in fracture burden in the United States and Canada\textsuperscript{1,2}, OP continues to be a condition that is both underdiagnosed and undertreated. In the United States, the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set statistics from the National Committee on Quality Assurance estimates that less than 25\% of persons who incur fracture receive a bone-specific medication; a proportion that has remained essentially stagnant over the past 10 years. These US findings are quite similar to the low rates of OP treatment in Canada, as highlighted in the paper in this issue of *The Journal* by Majumdar and colleagues\textsuperscript{3}.

Glucocorticoids constitute the most commonly administered drugs that are associated with bone loss and higher fracture risk. Despite a clear time- and dose-dependent association of glucocorticoids with fracture risk\textsuperscript{4,5} and international guidelines that support a variety of pharmacotherapies for both primary and secondary prevention\textsuperscript{6,7,8,9}, the prevention and treatment statistics are also rather dismal for glucocorticoid-induced OP (GIOP). Curtis and colleagues observed temporal improvement in the rates of treatment with nonestrogen bone-acting agents among chronic glucocorticoid users of an Aetna managed-care plan over a 5- to 6-year period\textsuperscript{10}. However, even among postmenopausal women, the group at highest fracture risk, less than two-thirds were being treated in the early 2000s. Majumdar and colleagues, using much newer data from Canada, reported that only 25\% of over 15,000 older adults receiving supraphysiologic prednisone were managed in accord with the latest guidelines. Thus, an underuse gap persists for GIOP prevention and treatment.

Underuse of many evidence-based therapeutics for chronic conditions such as OP constitutes one of the most common types of medical errors\textsuperscript{11}. Defining what is the optimal quality of care in these areas involves translating clinical practice guidelines into performance or quality measures. Historically, most indicators of quality have been “process measures,” which define necessary clinical services and procedures, such as drugs and tests that are warranted under specific circumstances. The numerator of a quality indicator represents the proportion receiving the measure, and the denominator defines the eligible population with certain per-specified exclusions, such as persons who might have known contraindications to a recommended drug or a very limited life expectancy. For better and for worse, physicians and health plans often are graded and compared to their peers based on their performance on these quality measures. National quality reporting initiatives like the Physician Quality Reporting System in the United States allow physicians to receive “credit” for care that was considered but not delivered for patient, health system, or medical reasons\textsuperscript{12}. This provision is able to overcome some shortcomings of administrative claims data that are frequently used in reporting quality measures for processes of care.

Majumdar and colleagues address this interesting and timely controversy in quality measurement for GIOP in an observational study of a large sample of adults newly initiating glucocorticoids. The findings of this nicely conducted and thoughtful study are provocative and, as the authors themselves acknowledge, counterintuitive. They found that adherence to the GIOP guidelines advocating OP prevention and treatment with pharmacotherapies was associated with worse fracture outcomes. A natural question raised by the Majumdar paper is why is there a focus on the processes of healthcare in GIOP if the real goal is to improve health outcomes? The reasons that most quality measurement is directed at processes rather than outcomes of care are multifold. Process measures are directly actionable and generally easier to measure\textsuperscript{13}. Measuring outcomes is limited by the difficulties of case-mix and channeling. “Sicker” patients may be preferentially offered a given treatment (the process of care), but they are the very patients who, on the basis of their more severe condition (i.e., worse OP risk), are more likely to have the bad outcome (i.e., fracture) that the treatments defined in the

*See Prevention care and outcomes for glucocorticoid-induced OP, page 1736.*
quality measure seek to prevent. This type of susceptibility bias, or confounding by indication, is the greatest threat to validity of any observational study of therapeutics. Other epidemiologic studies have also found that those preferentially treated for OP also have higher fracture rates. In addition to susceptibility bias as a reason to measure process over outcomes, more socioeconomically disadvantaged patients might not have access to certain recommended services, and they too will have worse outcomes, irrespective of whether the “right thing” was done by the healthcare provider. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account patient demographics and disease characteristics, as the authors rigorously attempted to do in this study. For these reasons and more, clinicians and outcomes researchers are often left applying a somewhat “transitive property of quality measurement”; whereby, if a well-done clinical trial demonstrates efficacy of a particular process of care (i.e., an OP treatment) on a clinical outcome (i.e., fracture reduction), often with added support from rigorously developed clinical guidelines, then improving the process measure should ultimately lead to an improvement in the outcome.

Majumdar and colleagues’ findings are contrary to this transitive property since GIOP clinical trial of several agents including alendronate, risedronate, zoledronic acid, and teriparatide have all showed reductions or trends toward reductions in vertebral fracture risk. It is worth noting that the GIOP clinical trials were not statistically powered to show a reduced risk of either vertebral or nonvertebral fractures. However, metaanalysis suggests the magnitude of the effect for bisphosphonates on nonvertebral fractures may be similar to that seen in postmenopausal OP. Evidence is less compelling, however, for any fracture risk reduction with calcitonin and raloxifene in GIOP. Both these treatments were medications considered as satisfying receipt of high-quality GIOP care in Majumdar’s study, but both likely had limited usefulness based on international trends. To address the issue of the small effects size for fracture risk reduction with GIOP drugs, the authors enriched their population for those more likely to experience fracture by conducting a restricted analysis of only the highest-risk subgroup (those most likely to fracture). However, even among those persons, the findings were consistent with the main result. This suggests that either the study was underpowered to detect small efficacy or that the effectiveness for nonvertebral fractures with antosteoporotic medication in GIOP may not exist in the general community, at least over the time period measured in this study. Indeed, patients generally need at least 6-12 months of OP therapy to demonstrate beneficial effect on clinical fracture risk reduction. Therefore, the finding of no benefit with a 1-year outcome is somewhat expected. Moreover, a high proportion of patients treated with prescription medications to prevent GIOP have suboptimal adherence, further retarding any fracture benefit. Another limitation the authors highlight with GIOP process-of-care quality measures are the challenges intrinsic to the use of administrative claims data. Claims data can lead to nondifferential misclassification of who was or was not an appropriate candidate for a particular service; yield imperfect risk stratification needed to evaluate truly comparable patients; underestimate fractures; and misclassify OP treatment effectiveness because of an expected lag in treatment benefit. Therefore, it is much more difficult in routine clinical settings, such as those used in this study, to disentangle an OP treatment benefit from actual fracture outcomes.

Despite the international proclivity to use process over outcome measures, because they are certainly more convenient and less costly to measure, they are not without limitations, as this article highlights. Process measures become potentially problematic if the clinical trials supporting them do not generalize to persons in whom the measures are applied, or if there is reason to suspect the processes may have unintended consequences. The authors provide an example of early aggressive treatment of pneumonia where adherence to a process measure could have unintended consequences. However, it is difficult to make this case with GIOP testing and treatment. Specifically, unless adhering to the process measures (initiating OP treatment) actually leads to more short-term fractures (again, contrary to the clinical trials, and very unlikely because a major difference in fracture rates in the Majumdar article is seen within 1 year but attenuates by 3 years, suggesting channeling) by some unintended consequence (not easy to conceptualize), then there is a limited argument to not use these process measures at all. In other words, without making a case that adherence to the process of care is causal in the increased fracture outcome, it is hard to argue (on the basis of this study alone) that these measures are not useful as quality-of-care indicators but more likely that their perceived lack of validity is the result of a confounded study or too short a followup to appreciate a small fracture protective effect. To test this further in clinical practice would require access to even more granular data containing information on many of the currently unmeasured confounders; accounting for any preferential losses due to death; censoring the not-screened/treated group if they were screened/treated after 6 months, or allowing people to contribute person-time to both groups; even larger sample size; and/or longer durations of followup. While the availability of linked T scores from a dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) database is a unique strength of this Canadian data source, even that may not be enough to overcome confounding because as many as three-quarters of these patients were never tested with DEXA.

A major concern in the current quality measurement field highlighted by Majumdar and colleagues is the use of imper-
fectly measured or inadequately validated process-of-care indicators to provide financial reward, or more commonly financial punishments, to physicians. Given the imperfect nature of the evidence base as well as the measurement issues that limit such metrics, we agree that measure adoption should be sequential and judicious before rewards or penalties are applied. Ultimately, quality improvement efforts have a cost-outcome consideration. If the intervention aimed at improving quality through the process measure is reasonably low-cost and safe, then even a very small effect size may be of societal value. For now, we are left with imperfect process measures for GIOP quality-of-care that have not been tightly linked to beneficial fracture outcomes in a well-done population-based study. However, we believe that requiring perfection in demanding this evidence base should not be the enemy of the good. We continue to support the current GIOP process measures with hopes that some of this debate ultimately will be attenuated.
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